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VERNACULAR BUILDINGS RESEARCH

HENLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL & HISTORICAL GROUP

Parish/County: Henley-on-Thames

Street and House name: Baltic House (No. 9 Owners: 

Thameside);       Mrs. N. Diamond: 575410, Hs.

Baltic Cottage (No. 60 Friday Street)  Mrs. A. Simonds 574333, Cottage

Recorder: Ruth Gibson 

Date: Dec. 2006 � Jan. 2007.

Amended 2019 R.G. 

Listing grade and entry text: Gd  II :   Baltic Cottage is listed as: 17th century house, now 

with roughcast façade. Sash windows, door with architrave surround.

Baltic House is listed as:  C18  façade facing river, central door with tented lead roofed canopy, 

important position at the corner of Friday Street, includes one bay of Baltic Cottage.

Dendro Dating Results of 2008. Winter Felling Dates: Two Bay Hall 1438/9; Two Bay 

Cross wing 1537/8.

Assessment of building sequences and known history: The building used to be one

dwelling house, known as Baltic Cottage and shown thus on the 1878 O.S map. It is located on 

the south side of Friday Street, formerly in the parish of Rotherfield Greys, which had a strip of 

land extending from the Chiltern settlement to the river. The 1844 Tithe Map of Rotherfield 
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Greys shows it as two buildings and several outbuildings plus a coal yard between the house and 

the river; all in the occupation of James Wheeler, but owned by Lord Camoys of Stonor. 

Lascelles Street Directory of 1850 names James Wheeler as a Coal Dealer and Barge Master. 

In 1868 there is a Rober Webb, coal & timber merchant  named at Waterside ( another name for 

Thameside, whilst by 1869 Robert Webb and  Josiah Wheeler at Thameside had teamed up and 

were offering barges and water conveyances to London, weekly, the same also to and from 

Reading 

In 1872 Baltic Cottage appears to have been a single property and both it and a hotel, called 

Baltic House, were in the ownership of a speculative builder and Henley mayor called Robert 

Owthwaite. The hotel was offered for sale at auction on 3.7.1872. It later became the Royal 

Hotel. ( NB the Baltic connection is still being investigated). Robert Othwaite is mentioned as a 

private resident at Waterside, but we don�t know where exactly that was.

In 1935-1940 the house is mentioned as a Guest House at Riverside, all connections with 

riverside trade long since replaced by tourism and Regatta visitors.

Baltic Cottage was the Henley Regatta Headquarters from 1945 until 1962. It had been leased 

for this purpose by W.D. McKenzie of Fawley Court, (who must have acquired it from the 

Stonors) and who sold it in 1961. It went through several ownerships including the boat hiring 

firm Parrots. By the time the present owner Mrs. Diamond acquired Baltic House in 1983 it had 

been split into two, with modern kitchens and bathrooms added on the south side. 

The building consists of two quite different structures; the earliest part is a two-bay, medieval 

timber framed hall house (timber felling dates are 1438/9 , plus a two-bay cross wing of 1537/8, 

now all under one roof which runs parallel with Friday Street. An imposing new front range was 

added to this around 1800 at (almost) right angles, facing the river at Thameside South, behind a 

front garden, which was considerably larger and well laid out by the time the 1878 OS map was 

drawn up, no hint anymore of the coal yard shown on the 1844 Tithe Map.

The earliest parts of the house are the two bays to each side of the large central stack. Originally 

it was built as a hall with three crown posts supporting the roof. The timbers show some smoke 

blackening, indicating its early use as an open hall. Upstairs chambers would have been created  

only once the central brick stack had been inserted and ceiling joists were inserted. 

The insertion of the stack next to the central crown post would have taken place sometime 

during the 16th century, creating a lobby entry plan, i.e. the new front entrance against the stack 

giving access to two g.f. rooms on each side; and two chambers above.

The cross wing on the west side was added a hundred years later. Its still existing rear (south) 

gable truss, visible partly in the modern stair well and in the loft, shows a queen post and upper 

clasped purlin construction, whilst the lower purlin had been tenoned into the principal rafter

(visible just below the bedroom ceiling of Bays IIIa & b. Evidence for this comes from the 

empty mortise slot in the western principal rafter, which can be seen at the western wall of bay 

III. Its eastern cross wall is exposed at first floor level in the chamber of bay II above the former 

open hall. It has a wide arch brace and splayed wall post. 

The whole of the Friday Street part of Baltic Cottage lies1 ½ feet below street level, indicating 

many centuries of road surfacing since its construction in the mid-15th C. None of the early 
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timber posts or plinth, which once would have been level with the road surface, are now no 

longer visible, and very probably do not survive. 

The Thameside part is built at street level, has well proportioned high rooms, a wide entrance 

hall and elegant staircase, all part of a scheme of radical improvements to the property around 

1800. The roof construction shows that the staircase, which serves both sections of the house, 

although their floors are at quite different levels, was a slightly later addition to the range facing 

the Thames. This staircase probably replaced a 16th C winder stair at the back of the stack. 

The medieval ranges were probably retained for their use as kitchen and other services, but had 

ceased being the most important part of the house.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Map ref., date of 1st map,  type of plot: Corner plot at the junction of Friday Street and 

Thameside. The 1878 shows a large plot with several outbuildings. The Rotherfield Greys Tithe 

Map of 1844 shows the L-shaped building on this site we know now without the southern 

additions.

Height (no of storeys): 2 storeys. The 3 bays ( 3 rooms ) in Friday Street have a ground floor

circa 1 ½ feet  below street level.

Walling type and materials: The three Friday Street bays were very likely originally timber 

framed although stone (flint, chalk blocks?) cannot be excluded; now the wall is hidden under 

render and no framing is visible at ground floor level. The circa 1800 part fronting Thameside is 

probably brick built with a stucco render.

Roof shape and structure, trusses: Pitched roof, parallel to Friday Street; hipped roof over the 

part facing Thameside.  N.B the westernmost bay in Friday Street ( adjoining the Anchor Inn) 

was constructed gable end onto the road, but the gable front was later cut away and turned into a 

hip and became part of the hall roof running parallel to the street.

Roof covering: Clay tiles.

Chimney and Fire Places:

The earliest and largest stack is the one located between the two timber framed bays in Friday 

Street. It would have served 2 g.f. and 2 first floor rooms. Its external appearance, judging from 

the brickwork and shape indicates a rebuild at least above roof level in the late 18th or 19th

centuries. There is enough room in front of the stack for a passageway and a winder stair behind. 

On the first floor there is a blocked window looking north into Friday Street, showing its use as 

a passageway between the two chambers. It is very likely that the principal g.f. entrance door

was located in front of the stack, where a lobby would have given access to both g.f. rooms.

Two further stacks were added to the back walls, when the c. 1800 front section was built. These 

were serving the g.f. reception rooms and first floor bedrooms.

The bedroom FPs have been blocked, as has the g.f. dining room one. The only original F.P. 

appears to be that in the main reception room, facing the river. It is of an elegant design with 

architrave and overmantle detail used during the classical revival but also found throughout the 

19th C.
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Windows and front door: The List description deals with these features in detail. The first 

floor north gable window in Baltic House is a 20th century insertion. Of particular interest is the 

�tented� lead porch, something which was very fashionable in the first decades of the 19th C.

Special features at the rear and sides: Modern extensions hide the side/rear of the house.

Ground Floor of Baltic Cottage: The 3 bays of the Friday Street range are accessed by 4 steps 

down. The front door of Baltic Cottage leads into to a hall with 20th century staircase. Nothing 

of the original timber framed cross, front or rear walls is visible here, but the rear wall behind 

the stairs shows some framing. The adjoining drawing room has a wide, irregularly chamfered 

spine beam, which rest on the chimney breast. The F.P. is a modern reproduction Adam style 

one, with a recess at each side, where a passageway would have been between the two rooms, 

prior to its subdivision into two. 

The rear (south) wall of the drawing room has been removed and steps lead up into a later 

extension, which is on the same level as most of neighbouring Baltic House.

First Floor of Baltic Cottage

The staircase is of 20th century date and located at the back of the entrance hall (bay III b). It is 

built against the timber framed rear or south gable and some timbers of the gable remain visible 

in the form of one principal rafter, which gives us an idea of the shape of the former gable, 

confirming its original location as a wing built at right angles to the medieval hall. 

A modern partition wall now separates the stairwell and landing from the bedroom. Before the 

construction of the stairs this would have been part of the first floor chamber of the 1538 wing

built gable end onto the street. What remains of its wall frame can be seen in the dividing wall 

between the two front bedrooms. These timbers confirm that this was a timber framed building 

with close studding and large braces between wall posts and plates. Visible in the western 

bedroom is a tie beam into which the spine beam is tenoned on both sides. Also visible at the 

west wall are the lower part of the roof structure in the form of rafters. The principal rafter has 

evidence of a former tenoned purlin. This has disappeared, but the mortise cut through the 

principal rafter remains. 

The next bedroom is built against the stack with two blocked recesses at either end. A blocked 

window is in the recess nearest the street (now part of Baltic House ). � � � .

The Attic:  The attic above the western bay, IIIa and IIIb (marked on the ground plan), shows 

parts of the original trusses in the form of two queens posts with clasped purlins at the southern 

end. The northern end was heavily altered when the gable was replaced by a hip. Access to bay 

II is possible from here. This roof structure consists of pairs of common rafters, each pair braced 

by a collar, which is jointed into the rafters with a simple lap joint. The collars are supported by

a central collar purlin sitting on a crown post. The crown post at the western end consists of a 

square, undecorated post and one brace. At the southern end the collar purlin disappears into the 

stack. The foot of the central crown post, which would have had 2 or even 4 braces, is visible in 

the next bedroom ( bay I). 

The crown post roof is a form of roof structure, which was used in medieval constructions from 

c. 1290 to 1500, usually forming the roofs of open halls. Some smoke blackening on the rafters 

indicates this former use, although there is no heavy sooting.  The question is: was it cleaned off, 
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does the sooting come from a leak in the chimney ( heavy tarring visible on the brickwork) or 

was this hall only used as an open hall for a short time before a chimney was inserted?

Ground Floor of Baltic House:  The entrance hall is slightly off-centre and is reached via the 

canopied porch and its 6 panel outer timber door and glass inner door. The drawing room on the 

left hand side has an attractive central fire place and bay window. The fire place surround is of a 

classical design, seen from the mid 18th onwards and in use throughout the 19th century.

The shape of the dining room is odd, due to the angle at which Friday Street and Thameside 

meet. It confirms existing constraints of the existing roads & property boundaries on the design. 

The stack was inserted at the back in a wedge shaped gap between the new Regency build and 

the old medieval part. The fire place has been blocked and all evidence of its surround removed.

Ground Floor room in Friday Street ( Bay I): This room is accessed from the short flight of 

stairs at the back of the entrance hall. It is the other half of the medieval part, separated from 

Bay II by the large stack and a blocked access from the short passage in front of the stack. This 

is now a walk-in cupboard. A wide spine  beam is all that is visible of the ceiling structure. 

The Stairs

The Stairs are of the dog leg type giving access at the first intermediate landing to the upper 

chamber of the medieval part as well as going down to the medieval ground floor. The stairs are 

constructed with a continuous handrail made of pine which is supported by stick balusters

standing on a closed string. All are details associated with the early 19th century, when the 18th

century turned balusters were no longer fashionable.

From the first landing the stairs rise to the 18th century part, which consists of an ample landing 

with front facing window and two east facing bedrooms. 

The stair case is very skilfully designed to serve both building phases and their very different 

levels. It obviously replaces an earlier staircase; was this in a completely different location or 

was it a stair turret at the back of the medieval hall range? The stair turret was a much used form 

in houses in the 16th century and was often added once a house was given upper chambers.

Another location is a winder stair built next to the stack and supported by it. This would have 

been a typical arrangement in a lobby-entry house, which became the dominant house form in 

the 17th century. This in turn would not have been the first staircase in the house, as there was 

need for access to the upper floor of the cross wing (bays III a and b) at a time when the hall had 

no upper floors. These first stairs may have been in the form of a simple ladder or companion 

stair. ( Altered ceiling joists would give a clue and are worth looking out for if any works have 

to be undertaking to ceilings or floors in that part of Baltic Cottage in the future)

First Floor room in Friday Street ( Bay I): Unlike in the bedroom of Bay II the still existing 

timbers are quite well camouflaged, but do give little glimpses of the building�s construction. 

The east wall shows a tie beam resting on two studs and a post with a splayed head at the back

(south side), whilst at the front a new wall appears to have been re-built, eliminating the wall 

post and any other timbers making up the original front wall. This new wall is slightly taller than 

the rear wall and gives more headroom for windows, no doubt a reason for its design.

The other tantalising glimpse of the building�s early construction comes from the foot of the 

crown post, which peers out from behind the upper part of the brick stack. It has some details of 
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mouldings in the form of chamfers and little run-out stops ( the heavy paintwork hides any other 

details). It was left in situ to continue to support the collar purlins above both chambers at least 

during the construction phase. Whilst it and its brace can and very probably still does support 

the roof structure above the eastern chamber (bay I), on the western side the purlin and 

supporting brace would now have to go through the chimney. Perhaps they were cut off or are 

built into the thickness of the stack wall, where they would be protected against sparks. 

First Floor of Baltic House: The first floor rooms follow the arrangements on the ground 

floors.  The fire places are blocked. There is a wide landing at the stair head, served by the 

central 6 over 6 sash window above the porch.

Attic: The roof structure consists of timber trusses, which still follow the queen strut and purlin 

tradition, but are poorly constructed using some second hand timbers and showing a lack of 

attention to traditional jointing techniques. The main roof runs parallel to Thameside and is 

hipped at both ends. At right angles to this and parallel to the Friday Street range runs a further 

roof over the stair well. The existence of some battens for tiles nailed across the rear rafters of 

the front range shows that the roof was built in two stages. Quite soon it must have become 

obvious that a new staircase was needed if this new, elegant front range was to work. The way 

the stairs have been designed to serve both parts of the house with their different levels is 

admirable and does not detract in any way from their elegant design. 

Concluding:  A most fascinating house, well hidden behind its simple rendered exterior and 

mostly 19th century fenestration. The discovery of the first crown post roof structure in Henley is 

exciting although they are not unknown to the west and east of Henley (so I am told ). 

It would be fascinating to find out its exact building date and then try to use existing 

documentation of the period to assess the reason for its construction, the name of its builder or 

early occupants, and the purpose it served in this important riverside location, which was the 

medieval highway to London. A building date prior to 1500 is likely. Perhaps a dendro-

chronological investigation would give the answer. (An article on this subject is enclosed)

My thanks go to the two owners and their very generous access to their particular parts of this 

historic building.  

© Ruth Gibson,  BA, IHBC

1. 2. 2007

Post Script:  Since writing the above report, Dendro Dating by Dan Miles has established 

the buildings of the two-bay crown post roof part at 1438/9  and that of the two-bay cross 

wing at 1537/8. 



BALTIC HOUSE AND COTTAGE, 60 FRIDAY STREET, HENLEY-ON-THAMES

Sample Timber and position Dates AD H/S Sapwood No of Mean Std Mean Felling seasons and

number & type spanning bdry complement rings width devn sens dates/date ranges (AD)
mm mm mm

West cross-wing

bltc1 c Tiebeam (later alteration?) - 14¼ 46 1.94 0.63 0.239

bltc2 c S cross-beam (later alteration?) - 11 37 2.36 0.42 0.157

bltc3 c N cross-beam (later alteration?) - 29C 61 1.73 0.79 0.186

* bltc4 c E principal rafter 1452-1536 1520 16 ?½C 85 1.73 0.46 0.201 1537-8

bltc5 c W principal rafter - 28C 90 1.03 0.56 0.323

bltc6a c 3rd rafter from south, west side 1444-1536 1526 10 93 1.17 0.95 0.316

bltc6b c ditto 1505-1537 1525 11C 33 1.55 1.28 0.256

bltc6 Mean of bltc6a + bltc6b 1444-1537 1525 11C 94 1.22 0.97 0.317 Winter 1537/8

* bltc7 c 4th rafter from south, east side 1473-1536 1525 11 64 1.70 0.98 0.178 1537-8

* bltc8 c 5th rafter from south, west side 1456-1537 1505 32C 82 0.93 0.44 0.216 Winter 1537/8

bltc9a c 5th rafter from south, east side 1449-1530 1513 17 82 1.02 0.34 0.195

bltc9b c ditto 1480-1537 1515 22C 58 0.89 0.29 0.177

* bltc9 Mean of bltc9a + bltc9b 1449-1537 1514 23C 89 1.04 0.34 0.179 Winter 1537/8

bltc10 c 1st rafter from Phase 1 roof north side - 11 38 2.51 0.45 0.166

* = HENLEY3 Site Master 1449-1537 89 1.35 0.34 0.163

Phase I Crown-Post Roof

bltc11 c N principal rafter west end truss 1383-1438 1416 22C 56 1.73 0.93 0.170 Winter 1438/9

bltc12a c Crown post 1-59 59 1.25 0.60 0.222

bltc12b c ditto 3-53 51 1.22 0.58 0.213

bltc12 Mean of bltc12a + bltc12b 1-59 59 1.29 0.58 0.211

bltc13 c S principal rafter west end truss - 11¼C 33 2.87 0.74 0.217

bltc14 c 1st rafter from west end, north side - 12C 32 2.36 0.50 0.145

Key:  *, � = sample included in site-master;  c = core;  mc = micro-core; s = slice/section; g = graticule; p = photograph; ¼C, ½C, C = bark edge present, partial or complete ring: 

¼C = spring (last partial ring not measured), ½C = summer/autumn (last partial ring not measured), or C = winter felling (ring measured); H/S bdry = heartwood/sapwood 

boundary - last heartwood ring date; std devn = standard deviation;  mean sens = mean sensitivity



Henley-on-Thames, 60 Friday Street Baltic Cottage

& 9 Thameside Baltic House; Grade  II listed

Architectural details

∑ The house is now subdivided into Baltic Cottage & Baltic House. Both own half of 

the former 2-bay hall of 1438. The cross-wing of 1537/38, on the west side, is part of 

Baltic Cottage

∑ The two-bay hall runs parallel to the street; the 2-bay cross wing was built at right 

angles, but its gable was later hipped back, so that it could share the hall�s roof line. 

∑ The hall has a crown post roof, formerly open from floor to apex with smoke 

blackening still evident on the roof timbers. Only the eastern end crown post survives 

intact with a single brace, the complete crown plate (also called collar purlin) 

supporting the collars and its paired roof rafters above.  The cross wing has a side 

purlin roof with queens trusses ( not illustrated here)

∑ The hall had a c. 2 m wide central brick stack inserted into its centre, which allowed 

heated upper chambers to be installed. The central crown post was incorporated into 

the stack and only its moulded foot is still visible in the east bedroom.

∑ The cross wing may be contemporary with the insertion of the stack & fire places, but 

its staircase is a C 20th insertion and the first stairs were probably located at the back 

of the wide stack serving all upstairs chambers. 

∑ Both hall and cross wing lie 0.43 m below street level; another testimony to the 

building�s great age.

© R. Gibson .2011

Notes on the historic back ground of the site: A 1438 dendro dated hall

with 1537/38 cross wing to the west, located on the very point where 

Rotherfield Greys parish boundary meets the river side. An early C19th front 

range was added, giving the building presence on the river frontage. It was in 

the ownership of the Stonors in the1844 Tithe Returns of Rotherfield Greys; let 

at that time to the coal merchant and barge master James Wheeler. Its 

important position close to the Thames is a strong indicator that its occupants 

were, like James Wheeler, involved with the river from the start through either 

trade or fisheries, possibly in the ownership of the lords of Rotherfield Greys

originally. A 1462 lease by the de Greys grants their fisheries, upstream from 

Friday Street, to John Russell. This was a valuable business which may well

have been associated with the near-by, newly built hall.

1438 roof: crown post brace on 

right;  crown plate supporting 

collars and coupled rafters above,

in the back inserted stack. 









Plan of Baltic House and Cottage

Thameside



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Baltic House & Baltic Cottage 

Henley on Thames 

View from Friday Street 

View from Thameside 



1st Floor, Bay III a & b, tie beam 

Note Principal rafter has empty mortise where purlin 

has been removed 

  

Baltic Cottage, Cross Wing    Dated 1537/38 

Tie beam 



 

 

 

  

First floor of cross wing, Bays IIIa & IIIb 
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Baltic Cottage, cross wing    Dendro dated 1537/38 

Attic Bay III, gable end looking south, away from Friday Street 



Baltic Cottage 
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Baltic Cottage 

Attic Bay I view of tops of collars  

(supported by collar purlin and crown post) 

Attic Bay II looking west from stack 

Crown post, collar, purlin and rafters 

  



Bay III b.    South gable wall with tie beam and principal rafter 

Baltic Cottage 

Bay II.    Rafter showing lap jpint where collar has been removed 

  



First floor, Foot of central crown post in Bay I 

This is the bottom of the crown post with chamfered sides visible in the 

bedroom in Bay I. This would have been the central post, now built into the 

stack. 

 

Baltic Cottage 

 

 

 


